Winter Teaching Fellowship with MIT Graduate Students

AI + Economics: Winter Teaching Fellowship with MIT Graduate Students

Inspirit AI is an education initiative, developed and led by a team of graduate students from Stanford and MIT, dedicated to bringing Artificial Intelligence to curious middle and high school students all over the world. Over the past year, we’ve welcomed over 4500 students from 70+ countries to our live online AI programs, where we explore the technical and ethical challenges of AI. In our small-group virtual classrooms, students complete AI projects developing data-driven solutions for real-world issues, from quantitative trading to predicting unemployment and GDP through twitter data.

We’re looking for graduate and undergraduate students for Winter Break 2021 with:

- **CS experience**– preferably one AI/ML course or CS experience in research or industry.
- **Availability- Winter Break** (Dec 19-30, except Dec 24 and 25; we offer time slots in the morning, afternoon and evening).
- **Enthusiasm** for mentoring young minds globally and joining the Inspirit community!

We offer competitive compensation, training on how to teach our project-based AI curriculum, and an experienced team from Stanford and MIT. If interested, please fill out this brief form by November 15th and feel free to email arg2198@columbia.edu with any questions.
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